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1.1 Background and motivation 
Economic globalization and financial liberalization have become a notable macro 
trend in the development of world economy, which has affected all the countries 
including China since 1980s. The cross-border flow of economic resources has 
lead to the increasing mutual dependency and influence between the economy 
of an individual country and that of the whole world. Due to historical reasons, 
each country has experience on a control of financial sectors. Come to light, the 
restriction can skew the development of economic. Today, some developing 
countries who have already achieved full financial liberalization all gain the 
benefits from the liberalized and efficient financial market. However, for those 
developing countries at different steps of liberalization all have a big problem is 
how to process and gain the benefit from liberalization.  
 
China has recently opened up fully to foreign competitors after December 2006, 
following the requirement with WTO entry in 2001. The banking sector is one 
major area where foreign participation is envisaged. To fight against foreign big 
competitors, Chinese domestic banks face a huge challenge and pressure to 
prepare this Financial Liberalisation during these seven years. Furthermore, the 
recent credit crisis impacted on the financial market in the world, and also 
influenced the whole economy. Will the Chinese banking sector implicate its risk 
trend to open financial market after financial liberalization?  
1.2 Aims and Importance of this Research 
The importance of this research lies in the existing and increasing market 
competition for new and active exist banks after financial liberalization, which 
has affected Chinese domestic banks and regulators in a significant change and 
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substantial challenge to Chinese banks. The various reforms that Chinese banks 
also are onerous in the extreme. This research is aim to find some suggestions 
and provide some reflections for Chinese domestic banks or other developing 
countries under Liberalization.  
1.3 Scope of this Research  
This report focuses on the commercial banking system in China under the 
financial liberalisation. Though other financial services, like investment banking 
sector, insurance sector and etc should not be left out, it would exceed the 
volume of this dissertation and would include much more financial issues, but it 
should always be remembered that this financial liberalization has a big impact 
RQWKHILQDQFLDOVHFWRU,QWKHSDVWIHZ\HDUV&KLQHVHILQDQFLDOPDUNHW¶VPDLQ
part is commercial banking, investment and insurance sectors just were 
developing continuously these years.  
1.4 Chapter Overview  
This text is divided into seven parts altogether. The first part gives the 
background of financial liberalization in general and in China. It also proposes 
the academic value and realistic meaning to study liberalization in China or 
other development countries. The second part describes the meaning of 
financial liberalization summarizes the document by review the international 
and domestic financial liberalization in detail. How the financial polices influence 
the financial development and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the banking 
sector will be claimed in this part. To learn how the effect the financial 
liberalization in the world, some case studies of financial liberalization in some 
developing countries and the relationship between financial liberalization and 
financial crisis are learned from this part. Then the third part pointed out the 
whole picture of pre, transition and post-financial liberalization in China. The 
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part links a study from last part, to evaluate how the effectiveness of the 
banking sector in China, and what and which kinds of reforms in China banking 
sector during the whole transition process of financial liberalization. Some 
problems of Chinese banking sectors and how the risk of financial liberalization 
already exist and may happened in the future present in this part. Then the 
fourth part pointed out the research train of thought, method, sampling, data 
collecting and limitation of this text. In the fifth part, a qualitative method ± 
questionnaire, used to listen the voice from the real life ± who worked in main 
foreign banks, domestic banks and a government entity, China banking 
regulatory Commission (CBRC). Then thought this study further 
recommendations are given to banks in China under the financial liberalization 
in part six. Finally, the seventh part presents a whole picture of this study to 
conclude how the effect of financial liberalization in Chinese banking sectors and 
further prospect of China and global financial liberalization and economic in the 
future.  
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Chapter 2                                           
A General overview of financial liberalization and 
the experience of some countries  
2.1 Introduction 
This part will begin with a definition of financial liberalization and individual 
sectors liberalization including in financial liberalization could be adopted during 
the transcript of financial liberalization. Some views from literature about each 
sectors liberalization. Furthermore, a reflection presents in this part to analysis 
what are the relationship between financial policy and financial development 
and whether influence each others. To evaluate how successful of financial 
liberalization, should think about how to measure the effectiveness of the 
banking sector. Some literature views gives some arguments how well it 
performs below three basic tasks. Finally the experience of financial 
liberalization in some developing countries and the relationship between with 
financial liberalization and financial crisis give some overview of financial 
liberalization in practice.  
 
2.2 The definition of financial liberalisation 
Financial liberalisation involves a release of interest rate, capital controls, 
reserve requirements on bank deposits and loan, and the entry of foreign 
competitors. It allows to be set by market, and develops financial markets, so 
that credit can be allocated more efficiently and made higher returns on banks 
loans and investment because of improved resource allocation. (Fry, 1997, 
McKinnon, 1973, Shaw, 1973, Angkinand, et al (2008) claim that all these 
financial liberalizations tend to improve the financial infrastructure and bank 
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governance. Angkinand (2008) grouped many kinds of financial liberalisation in 
to three distinct groups, i) International liberalization (equity market, capital 
DFFRXQWOLEHUDOL]DWLRQDQGEDQNV¶HQWU\DQGDFWLYLW\OLEHUDOL]DWLRQDOVRFDOOHG
competitive or external liberalization; ii) Domestic liberalization (credit and 
interest rate liberalization) , also called behavioural or internal liberalization; 
and iii) Privatization. This chapter expand more on first two groups in theory and 
practice area.  
 
2.3. International financial liberalization  
The major liberalization on capital account and foreign competitors entries are 
international financial liberalization. The effective of these two issues are 
different, this part briefly some conceptual issues and empirical findings. The 
World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and the World Trade Organization 
believe that policies that encourage international financial integration 
encourage long-run economic growth in developing countries (Levine 2001). 
However, Krugman (1993) did not agree this idea. He argues that international 
financial integration is improbable to be a major factor of economic 
development.  
2.3.1 Capital account liberalization  
The removal of capital controls allows the flow of funds in and out of the country 
(Angkinand et al, 2008). In principle capital account liberalization may be 
expected to offer investors great opportunities for risk diversification, achieving 
more effective insurance than purely domestic arrangements would allow; Raise 
consumer welfare by allowing a smoother consumption path. Channelling the 
ZRUOG¶VVDYLQJWRZDUGVWKHZRUOG¶VPRst productive investment opportunities 
may cause a more efficient allocation of resources, and lead to increase 
investment and advance economic growth without sharp increasing in saving 
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rates. Lower the cost of capital to creditworthy firms and small and medium 
enterprises (Obstfeld & Rogoff, 1996, Edwards, 1999 & Demetriades, 2001). 
However, in practice financial linearization explores some significant challenges 
and risks for policy markers.1 According to Demetriades (2001), the East Asian 
financial crisis implies a fact that the risk and weakness of the banking system 
will be enlarged along with capital account liberalization, and the situation will 
be worse when capital inflows intermediated by poor-controlled banking system. 
Because of capital account liberalisation, the intermediation of capital inflows 
through such banking systems has more resources available for lending and 
XVXDOO\OHDGVWRDQH[SDQVLRQLQEDQNV¶ OHQGLQJDFWLYLW\Demetriades (2001) 
further states that capital flows without management will be invested in risky 
projects, speculative activities, the equity market, and cyclical sectors such as 
real estate.  
 
'HPHWULDGHV¶stated if capital inflows are short-term and in foreign currency 
while banks' loans are long-term and in domestic currency. Furthermore, 
unregulated capital flows may be misallocated towards risky projects, 
speculative activities, the equity market, and cyclical sectors such as real estate. 
+HQFH³OHQGLQJERRP´FDQinflate the price of assets in short term, which will 
generate an asset bubble. It is no doubt that these bubbles will deteriorate 
EDQNV¶SRUWIROLRVZLWKLQFUHDVHRIEDQNV¶KROGLQJRILQIODWHGDVVHWV and become 
heavily exposed to cyclical sectors. (Demetriades et al, 2001, p4)  
 
In another side, Desai et al (2006) presents that the removal of capital account 
controls can increase the number of foreign direct investment (FDI) directly in 
some instances or indirectly, because the cost of borrowing in domestic market 
is higher than multinational companies in international market. In additional 
this will bring some new technology and management skill to the market.  
                                        
1 examples in Stiglitz, 2000 
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2.3.2 Open market to foreign competitors  
The removal of the foreign bank entry restrictions will make foreign investors 
PRQLWRUWKHLUEDQNV¶DFWLYLWLHVDnd push host governments have to adopt an 
international accounting standard. This will increase transparency and enhance 
their monitor system. Normally, because domestic banks make market 
imperfections and have a over-optimistic expectation. They think government 
will be forced to bail out distressed banks or other organizations, if they make 
market imperfections to generate over-optimistic expectations. McKinnon and 
Pill, 1997) A research from Levine (2001) demonstrates that increased foreign 
entry forces domestic banks to eliminate excess overhead and accept lower 
profits. Demirguc-Kunt et al. (1998) also find that the share of foreign banks in 
domestic banking activities is not significantly lined with domestic banking 
performance. Furthermore, Angkinand et al, (2008) argue that governments 
rarely help dominate foreign banks to bail out, and this is able to regulate banks 
and reduce the possibility of moral hazard. However, if foreign banks have a 
major market share in the banking sector, governments may not bail them out. 
They will have no over-optimistic expectation and reduces moral hazard. 
Therefore, liberalizing restrictions on foreign bank entry tends to boost domestic 
banking sector efficiency (Levine 2001). 
 
2.4 Domestic financial liberalization 
Domestic (internal) financial liberalization typically includes releasing interest 
rate restrains, removing direct credit allocation schemes, (Angkinand et al, 
2008) or lifting of restrictions on the asset choices of banks and lowering or 
abolishing reserve requirements (Fischer and Chenard, 1997; Demirguc-kunt 
and Detragiache, 1998; and Demetriades, 2001).  It often includes allowing 
banks to expand the scope of their activities and privatizing state-owned banks 
to reduce politicaO LQIOXHQFHV /HDYHQ  ILQGV WKDW ³WKH ILQDQFLQJ
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constraints have been reduced for both large and small firms over time in 
liberalizing countries. As a result, differences in costs of borrowing among firms 
have been reduced. He also finds that financial liberalization reduces costs of 
DV\PPHWULFLQIRUPDWLRQLQILUPV¶FKRLFHRIILQDQFLDOOHYHUDJH´ 
2.4.1 Release interest rate restrains    
0F.LQQRQ¶VDQG6KDZ¶VIUDPHZRUNGHPRQVWUDWHVWKDWWKHFRQWURO
of interest rate inhibits financial development largely by depressing real interest 
rates which in turn affects adversely economic growth. It also demonstrates 
that interest rate liberalisation by increasing the volume of bank assets and 
liabilities can enhances the development of the banking system.  
 
However, in practice because of information asymmetries, liberalization of 
interest rates may not necessarily lead to financial deepening. (Schiantarelli et 
al., 1994) Indeed, the combination of asymmetric information with the provision 
of deposit insurance can lead to excessively risky lending strategies (McKinnon 
and Pill, 1997), and to potentially substantial increases in bad debts 
(Schiantarelli et al., 1994). Furthermore, intense competition that usually 
follows financial liberalization lowers profits for banks which in turn erode their 
franchise values, increasing the premium for external finance, and thus 
ORZHULQJ EDQNV¶ LQFHQWLYH IRU PDNLQJ µJRRG¶ ORDQV 7KLV H[DFHUEDWHV WKH
problems of moral hazard and gambling behaviour in the banking system, 
WKHUHE\LQFUHDVLQJWKHULVNLQHVVRIEDQNV¶ portfolios which in turn may affect 
DGYHUVHO\ WKH SXEOLF¶V SHUFHSWLRQ RI WKH soundness of the banking system 
(Akerlof & Romer, 1993; Caprio & Summers, 1994; Gertler & Rose, 1996; 
Arestic & Demetriades, 1999˗and Demetriades et al, 2001). These result that 
EDQNV¶ ULVNSRUWIROLRVDUH LQFUHDVHG'HPHWULDGHVDQGSUXGHQWEDQNV
behaviors are undermined (Hellman et al., 2000). Therefore the probability of 
financial crises is enhanced substantially (Akerlof & Romer, 1993).  
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In fact, some types of financial restraints, such as interest rate ceilings on 
deposit rate can reduce the problems of moral hazard and adverse selection by 
keeping profit margins within certain limits. (Stiglitz, 1994) It may reduce the 
riskinHVVRIEDQNV¶SRUWIROLRVE\OLPLWLQJEDQNV¶LQFHQWLYHVWRLQYHVWLQDVVHWVWKDW
facilitate gambling or more risky borrowers to gain more returns on their 
funds.(Demetriades, 2001) Accordingly, interest rate ceilings can encourage 
financial development by enhancing the soundness of the domestic banking 
system. It as a tool of prudential regulation can prevent moral hazard, produces 
Pareto-efficient policies. (Arestis and Demetriades, 2002)  
 
However, financial liberalization may open new profitable opportunities from 
non-loan business, which bankers could exploit and thereby avoid the erosion of 
their franchise value. 2  In principle, it can generate efficiency gains by 
UHPRYLQJUDULRXVFRQVWUDLQWVRQEDQNV¶IHDVLEOHULVN-return frontier, which may 
result in lower overall banking risk. (Demetriades, 2001) 
2.4.2 Reserve and liquidity requirements 
Reserve and liquidity requirements normally considered as tax on financial 
intermediation, which decreases the margin of the banking sector by widening 
the spread between deposit and loan interest rate and reduces the size of the 
financial system (Fry, 1995; Arestis 2002 and Demetriades, 2001). These 
requirements will encourage bank to seek higher return risky gambling. 
Demetriades et al (2001) argue required ratios affect the level of liquidity 
available for banks and hence affect their lending decisions. He concludes that, 
at the theoretical level the impact of reserve requirements on bank riskiness is 
also ambiguous.  
 
                                        
2  Heellman (2001, cited in Demetriades, 2001) argue that greater investment opportunities, 
wide ranges of new activities such as derivative trades and foreign currency transactions and 
great freedom to allocate assets also increase the potential scope for gambling by banks.  
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In some developing countries minimum reserve and liquidity requirements are 
particularly useful when money markets are not sufficiently deep or developed. 
&RQYHUVHO\ ZKHQ LPSHUIHFW LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW D EDQN¶V VROYHQF\ LV H[LVW LQ
µGHHS¶ILQDQFLDOPDUNHWVUHVHUYHDQGOLTXLGLW\UHTXLUHPHQWVFDQSOD\DXVHIul 
role. It is also possible that imbalance between short-term payments and 
income, and a liquidity gap from borrowing through the inter-bank market 
(Demetriades et al, 2001). However, frequent liquidity shortages may generate 
bad signals concerning solvency through the inter-bank market, which could 
result that refuse to provide necessary funds from some wholesale banks in the 
inter-bank market. Therefore, the illiquid bank has to sell long-term assets at 
low prices, and the value of its assets will be reduced. As a result, a bank may go 
into bankruptcy because of the liquidity problem from the beginning. Therefore, 
the illiquid bank may have to sell long-term assets at distress prices, which 
lower than the value of its assets. Thurs iWFRXOGFDXVH³VWDUWVas a problem of 
liquidity may well be translated into a problem RILQVROYHQF\´'HZDWULSRQWDQG
Tirole, 1993) 
 
2.5 Financial Policy and financial development  
There are some reasons why financial restraints can have significant real effects 
on financial development. $UHVWLV¶VFRQFOXVLRQEDVHGRQWKHLPSRUWDQW
contribution of McKinnon (1973) is that interest rate controls and directed credit 
programmes hinder the improvement of the financial process. However few 
literature, but growing literatures argue that this is due to financial market 
imperfections such as asymmetric information and imperfect competition etc.3 
                                        
3
 Arestis et al find some conclusions can substantially qualify the predictions of financial 
liberalisation thesis. (Stiglitz, 1994; caprio, 1994; Gertler and Rose 1996; Hellmann et a
l., 1996a, 2000). 
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He also following investigates the effects of financial regulation on risk-taking by 
banks from Kim and Santomero,b. (1988); Keely and Furlong, (1990); 
Gennotte and Pyle, (1991). They concludes that on the one hand, the recent 
financial crisis such as Japan and East Asia crisis revealed a fact that financial 
organizations taking excessive risk will cause severe macroeconomic crisis; 
Conversely the models above do not further discover the macroeconomic 
implications of these kinds of policies. Rossi (1999) concludes that 
Cross-country growth regressions indicate that financial restraints, such as a 
control on capital outflows, may slow down financial development. Angkinand 
(2008) argue that financially developed countries are similar with weak 
supervision, but strong supervision that increases liberalization will lower the 
possibility of banking crisis in these countries. They conclude that strong 
regulatin and supervision can gain the benefits from liberalization at a relatively 
low likelihood of crises whatever any country groups.  
 
2.6 The effectiveness of the banking sector  
OECD, (2004) suggests that the effectiveness of the reform largely depends on 
KRZZHOOLWSHUIRUPVWKUHHEDVLFWDVNVZKLFKDUH³WRPRELOL]HQDWLRQDOVDYLQJV
to allocate credit to its most efficient uses and to encourage efficient resource 
XWLOL]DWLRQLQWKHUHDOHFRQRP\´   
2.6.1 Mobilization of resources 
The basic theory WR XVH IRU DQ DQDO\VLV RI &KLQD¶V EDQN VHFWRU VLWXDWLRQ LV
financial depth. Calculating financial depth is one way to quantify how well a 
ILQDQFLDO V\VWHP LVPRELOL]LQJ VDYLQJV 7KH UDWH XVH WKH YDOXH RI D QDWLRQ¶V
money supply and bank deposits, the market capitalization of its listed 
companies, and the face value of the outstanding corporate and government 
GHEWVHFXULWLHVXVLQJ0*,¶V3URSULHWDU\*OREDO)LQDQFLDO6WRFNGDWDEDVH.OHLQ
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1999 & MGI)LQDQFLDOGHSWKLVWKHUDWLRRIDQDWLRQ¶VVWRFNRf financial 
assets, divided by the size of its economy, or GDP. It measures the degree to 
ZKLFK IXQGLQJ LQ D QDWLRQ¶V HFRQRP\ LV LQWHUPHGLDWHG WKURXJK WKH IRUPDl 
financial system marketplace (Klein, 1999).  
 
2.6.2 Allocation of resources 
The second task is to allocate credit to the most efficient uses. Particularly 
important in this regard is the success of financial systems in allocating funds to 
activities with high capacity for innovation and productivity enhancement. 
(OCED, 2004) The effectiveness of the financial system in carrying out these 
functions depends critically upon its ability to process information about 
investment outlets, which in turn depends on the quality of information that the 
economic actors provide (Leahy et al., 2000 and Tsuro, 2000).  
 
2.6.3 Fostering economic growth  
To encourage efficient resource utilization in productive sectors of the economy 
is another important task to enhance the function of banking sector. Strict 
lending standards, the requirement that loans be repaid, and the monitoring of 
ERUURZHU¶Vbehaviour E\ILQDQFLDOPDUNHWVSURYLGHLQFHQWLYHV³GLVFLSOLQH´IRU
economically efficient behaviour. Financial systems further contribute by 
providing means to reorganize enterprises, re-deploy resources, and transfer 
ownership and control. The effectiveness of these mechanisms depends not 
only on the characteristics of the financial system itself but also on the clarity of 
property rights, enforceability of contracts, and related aspects of the legal and 
regulatory framework for the economy as a whole.  
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2.7 Case studies of financial liberalization in some 
developing countries  
Arestis et al (2002) collected the data on a number of financial restraints such as 
restrictions on deposit and lending interest rates and reserve and liquidity 
requirements from six developing countries (South Korea, The Philippines, 
Thailand, Greece, India and Egypt) for a period of forty years. They used an 
econometric framework of financial development which is based on 
developments in co-integration and the Error Correction Model (ECM) to get the 
logarithm of financial development.4  
 
This investigation finds that the real interest rate enters with a positive 
FRHIILFLHQWWRILQDQFLDOGHYHORSPHQW³ZLWKWKHH[FHSWLRQRI6RXWK.RUHDZKHUH
the coefficient is negative and insignificant and Thailand where data on this 
YDULDEOHDUHXQDYDLODEOH´ ,WDOVRSUHVHQWVWKHLPSDFWRIILQDQFLDOSROLFLHV7KH
financial policies variables of the Philippines, India and Egypt enter in the 
cointegrating vector have long-run effects on financial development. In case of 
the effect on the interest rate restrains, while all the other countries is 
insignificant, only the effect in Philippines is negative and significant and the 
coefficient in Egypt is a positive and insignificant. This result excludes in affects 
adversely the other variables included in the cointegrating vector. Arestis et al, 
ILQGWKDW³WKHUHVHUYHDQG/LTXLGLW\5HTXLUHPHQWVYDULDEOHHQWHUVKDYHD
negative coefficient in the cointegrating vector for Egypt, and is significant at 
the 5% level, but a positive coefficient in India (at the 1% level) and no 
VLJQLILFDQWORQJUXQHIIHFWLQ6RXWK.RUHD7KDLODQGDQG*UHHFH´   
                                        
4
 Items in this framework are the logarithm of economic development, the real interest rate, 
interest rate restrains, reserve requirement and liquidity ratios, the relationship between 
financial development and economic activity that emanates from the demand side (and, thus, 
expected to have positive sign). In additional, a factor RIRD (real interest rate) should i
nfluence financial deepening positively in view of the financial liberalization hypotheses. 




However, they find the short-run effects of financial restraints are mixed. 
Interest rate restrains exert a negative short-run effect on financial 
development In South Korea, a positive and significant effect in Greece and 
India, and no significant impact in the short run in other countries. In respect of 
reserve and liquidity requirements, South Korea and Thailand both have a 
negative short-run impact with varying degrees of significance on financial 
development, but the data seem to have no short-run impact in the Philippines, 
Greece, India and Egypt.  
 
Arestis et al (2002, p119) demonstratHWKDWILQDQFLDOSROLFLHV³KDYHDGGLWLRQDO
direct significant long-and short-UXQ HIIHFWV´ DQG ³PD\ UHIOHFW LQVWLWXWLRQDO
GLIIHUHQFHVVXFKDVWKHTXDOLW\RISUXGHQWLDOVXSHUYLVLRQ´ 7KH\DOVRILQGWKDW
major literature of financial liberalization did not receive full empirical support, 
and lead to the prevalence of financial market imperfections. He argued that 
when institutional, such as prudential regulation and supervision, quality, is 
weak, financial restraints can help the financial development.  
 
Demetriades, fattouh & Shields (2001) & Amess and Demetriades (2004) 
provide a case study of financial liberalization in South Korea, which help to find 
even financial liberalization may in principle offer potential benefit (such as 
greater investment returns and opportunities for diversification, its practical 
implementation result in greatly increased risks because of weaknesss in risk 
management and prudential regulation.  
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2.8 The impact of financial liberalization on banking 
and financial crisis  
Financial liberalization helps to improve financial development and economic 
growth, (Tornell et al, 2004; Bekaert et al, 2005), but some finding also present 
financial liberalization will cause financial instability and a root cause of banking 
crisis. (Kaminsky & Reinhart, 1999, Caprio and Klingebiel, 1996, cited in 
Angkinand et al 2008) $VWXG\IURP$QJNLQDQG¶VUHFHQWUHVHDUFK5 which answer 
whether financial liberalization affect the likelihood of banking crises to different 
degrees and how the different effect between different types of liberalization 
and what other conditions and factors may influence the result. They said that 
financial liberalization leads to an increase in the likelihood of banking crises. 
This is depend on the different country group, type of liberalization, deposit 
insurance coverage, the strength of capital regulation and supervision and the 
quality of institutions in the liberalizing country and also vary according to 
different country characteristics. Ankinand et al (2008, p24) find that the level 
of financial liberalization which maximizes the likelihood of banking crisis in 
HPHUJLQJPDUNHWVFRXOGEHDQLQWHUPHGLDWHOHYHO³for a wide range of levels of 
deposit insurance coverage and strength RIUHJXODWLRQDQGVXSHUYLVLRQ´ 7KH\
also argue that Full liberalization and full financial repression are both 
³DVVRFLDWHGZLWKUHODWLYHO\ORZOLNHOLKRRGRIFULVLVLQHPHUJLQJPDUNHWV´  
2.8.1 International liberalization and banking crisis 
Interantional liberalization can create an opportunity for foreign banks to enter 
the market, which thus affects the location of foreign entry. (See Chart 1) 
                                        
5 7KHGDWDEDVHVFROOHFWIURP,QWHUQDWLRQDO0RQHWDU\)XQGÿV)LQDQFLDO5HIRUP'DWDEDVHLQ
3 through 2002. Some recently updated data was originally coded by Abiad and Mody (2005) an
d then updated by Omori (2006). The major advantage of this database is that it divides fin
ancial reform data from 42 countries into several dimensions of different types of financia
l liberalization.  
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Fischer, Gueyie and Ortiz (1997) use a financial liberalisation framework 
explains the effect of market liberalization on capital markets. Several studies 
demonstrate that banking liberalization often leads to a banking crisis in the 
early stages of transition to a market economy. During a banking crisis, foreign 
banks can best exploit their ownership advantages (liquidity, capitalization, 
reputation, risk management) as local banks are illiquid and less trustworthy 
(Gros and Steinherr 1995, Bonin et al 1998, McKinnon 1993, urinde and 
Mullineux 1999, Ábel et al 1998). A banking crisis in a specific market will 
significantly reduce the value of domestic banks, creating an opportunity to take 
them over at a lower price. Thus, banking crises create additional locational 
advantages for foreign banks. (Fischer, Gueyie and Ortiz 1997)  
 
Chart 1 ,QWHJUDWHGDSSURDFKRIEDQNV¶LQWHUQDWLRQDOL]DWLRQ 






























Internalization Location Ownership 
OLI theory: entry motives 
Foreign banks¶ entry 
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2.8.2 Domestic liberalisation and financial crisis 
Angkinand et al, (2008) hypothesized that larger deposit insurance coverage 
would strengthen a positive association between financial liberalization and 
banking crisis, when high coverage and fairly strong risk-taking incentives are 
both activated. This hypothesis is only partially supported in emerging markets 
where greater coverage is associated a lower level of liberalization that 
maximizes the incidence of crisis and a higher maximum likelihood of banking 
crisis. At full liberalization, the level of deposit insurance coverage matters less 
in emerging markets. In countries with a high level of financial development, 
moral hazard incentives of high deposit insurance coverage seem relatively 
strong at the extremes of repressed and highly liberalized financial systems. 
 
They find that the results for domestic liberalization are the most significant and 
similar to the results for the index for total financial liberalization. The result of 
international liberalization largely depends on the absence of exchange controls 
and entry restrictions. The different results show that privatization is less 
connected to other types of liberalization and that the higher the privatization is, 
the lower likelihood of banking crisis will be ³DODUJHH[WHQWRQWKHDEVHQFHRI
exFKDQJHFRQWUROVDQGDEVHQFHRIHQWU\UHVWULFWLRQV´7KHGLIIHUHQWUHVXOWLVWKDW
SULYDWL]DWLRQ LV ³OHVV FRUUHODWHG ZLWK WKH RWKHU W\SHV RI OLEHUDOL]DWLRQ´ DQG
³LQFUHDVHGSULYDWL]DWLRQUHGXFHVWKHOLNHOLKRRGRIEDQNLQJFULVLV but this result is 
QRWUREXVW´ (Angkinand et al, 2008,p25).  
 
2.9 Conclusion  
Some financial liberalization thesis tends to emphasize its potential benefits. 
International financial liberalization can increase more opportunities and gains 
from diversification, which can help to increase the return and reduce the level 
of risk in investment portfolio. The increased foreign financial institution entries 




new technology and management skills to the market. Domestic financial 
liberalisation can reduce the cost of asymmetric information LQILUPV¶FKRLFHRI
financial leverage and enhance the health of the financial development. 
However, many practical cases from different types and dimension of financial 
liberalization in some countries present that some restrictions are good for the 
health of economic and financial development. Because of the imperfect market 
and institutional weakness, plus market failures, such as moral hazard, can 
increase different kinds of risk, which result the instability of financial system 
and even some banking crises. This depend on the level of develped country 
group, type of liberalization, existed deposit insurance coverage, the strength of 
capital regulation and supervision, the quality of institutions in the liberalizing 
country and also vary according to different country characteristics.  
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Chapter 3 Financial liberalization in China 
In the last thirty years, the Chinese financial system witnessed major 
liberalization efforts. According to the discussion of Chapter 2, these regulatory 
changes are likely to be associated with a change in the level of riskiness of 
China financial system and institutions.  
 
3.1 Overview of Chinese banking system 
The Chinese banking industry has under given dramatic structural change in the 
last 30 years. Until 1978, China had a monopolistic banking system under it 
VRFLDOLVW SULQFLSOHV 7KH 3HRSOH¶V %DQN RI &KLQD 35& &KLQD FHQWUDO EDQN
created a ³WZR-WLHU´EDQNLQJV\VWHPLQWRLPSURYHHFRQRPLFHIILFLHQFy and 
resource allocation for its four state-owned specialised banks and several 
medium- and small-sized commercial banks. In 1993, the Chinese government 
launched a new round of banking reform aiming at creating a competitive 
banking system. The four specialised state banks were converted into wholly 
state-owned commercial banks in 1994. More commercial banks were then 
introduced into the market in the mid-1990s. Meanwhile, market based interest 
rate reform open a page of China financial liberalization.  
 
In order to enhance Chinese banking VHFWRU¶VFRPSHWLWLYHQHVVIXUWKHUDQGUHDO
financial liberalisation and restructuring have been implemented since 1998. 
These include gradual interest rate liberalisation, the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO) commitment to fully open the banking market, the joint-stock reform of 
the big state-owned banks, the creation of rural commercial banks, and the 
expansion and listing of domestic commercial banks.  
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After China joined WTO in 2001, as promised that the speed of financial 
liberalisation was quick. In 2006, most of sectors are opened to the market and 
foreign banks start to enjoy a nearly equal treatment in China financial market. 
Although the reform in China financial system, the performance, especially in 
Chinese banking sector are improved significantly and some operation sectors 
trend to perfect competition situation (Fu 2009). Table 1 presents a report of 
recent data of Chinese financial institutions in China in the end of 2008 from 
China banking regulatory Commission date (CBRC, 2009). The report also 
shows that &KLQD¶V EDQNLQJ VHFWRU FRPSULVHG D WRWDO RI  EDQNLQJ
institutions, which had 193,000 outlets and 2,719,000 employees.  
 
Table 1 Financial Institution in China end-2008 
Type of banks  No of banks 
Policy banks 6 3 
Large state-owned commercial banks 5 
Joint-stock commercial banks 12 
City commercial banks 136 
Rural cooperative banks 163 
Village and township banks 91 
Rural commercial banks 22 
Urban credit cooperatives(UCCs) 22 
Rural credit cooperatives (RCCs) 4965 
Postal saving bank 1 
Financial asset management companies 4 
Trust companies 54 
Finance companies of enterprise groups 84 
Financial leasing companies,  12 
Money brokerage firms 3 
Mutual credit cooperatives. 10 
Locally incorporated foreign bank subsidiaries 32 
Auto financing companies 9 
Lending companies 6 
Money brokerage firms 3 
                  (Author collected data from CBRC, 2009) 
                                        
6 Including Agricultural Development Bank of China, China Development Bank and The 
Export-Import Bank of China 
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3.2 The effectiveness of the banking sector 
As mentioned in the section 2.5, to evaluate how the effectiveness of banking 
sector to reflect the influence of financial liberalization depend on how well three 
basic tasks-mobilization of resources, allocation of resources and fostering 
economic growth.   
3.2.1 Mobilization of resources  
China like most Asian countries has extremely high rates of savings as 
manifested in high levels of accounts in Chinese banks and stock market 
capitalization. (OCED, 2004) As suggested in section 2.5.1, financial depth is 
the key ratio to evaluate the level of saving mobilization. McKinsey (2006) 
reports Chart 2 shows &KLQD¶VILQDQFLDOV\VWHPGHSWK7 increased more than 100 
per cent from 117 per cent of GDP in 1994 to 221 Per cent at the end of 2004.  
Chart 2 WKHOHYHORI&KLQD¶VILQDQFLDOGHSWKLQWKHZRUOG     
 
Source: McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), 2006, p27  
                                        
7 )LQDQFLDOGHSWKLVWKHUDWLRRIDQDWLRQ¶VVWRFNRIILQDQFLDODVVHWVGLYLGHGE\WKHVL]HRILWV
economy, or GDP 
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Since PDQ\FRXQWULHV¶UHDOLQWHUHVWUDWHVDUHnegative real interest rates, often 
linked to inflation, it is difficult to mobilize saving in their financial system. 
Furthermore examples in many Latin American countries, there has been a 
persistent tendency to insufficient savings, which as been translated to large 
current deficits, external debt and inflation. Chart 3 displays WKDW &KLQD¶V
financial system depth is higher given its GDP per capita compared with other 
countries in 2004. Oppers, (1997) said partly because Chinese inflation has 
been fairly low (with the exception of a few fairly brief episodes, outright 
financial repression has not been a serious problem. (MGI, 2006)  
 
 
      Chart 3 &KLQD¶VILQDQFLDOGHSWKLVKLJKHUJLYHQLWV*'3SHUFDSLWD 
Source: MGI, 2006, p28 
 




world bank group, 2009)$FFRUGLQJWR2&('³5HJXODWLRQRI LQWHUHVW
below market levels or other distortions that have discouraged savers from 
placing their funds in the formal financial sector - financial repressioQ´ &KLQD
VWLOOQHHGVDFDXWLRQWKDW&KLQD¶V LQWHUHVWUDWHOLEHUDOLVDWLRQZKHWKHUEULQJVD
lower depth.  
3.2.1.1 High individual saving rate 
McKLQVH\LQPRUHPDWXUHILQDQFLDOV\VWHPVWKHGHYHORSHGFRXQWULHV¶
share of bank deposits from under 20 perFHQWDQGHPHUJLQJPDUNHWV¶VKDUH
only about half of the financial assets. But in China, domestic banks account 
for nearly 75 percent of the capital, a significantly higher proportion than in 
other Asian countries (43 percent in India, 35 percent in Japan, and 33 
percent in South Korea) and the United States (See Appendix 1) This study 
finds SHUFHQWDQGSHUFHQWRI&KLQHVHKRXVHKROGV¶GLVSRVDEOHLQFRPHLV
deposited in domestic banks, which is much higher than most countries 
(McKinsey, 2006 and PBOC Statistic, 2007). The reasons could be the Chinese 
culture, low return of other financial facility, and lack of confidence in Chinese 
investment market.  
3.2.1.2 High rate of corporate deposits  
The main factors result high financial depth are the high deposit rate, 
McKinney (2006) gives some data about Chinese householders and 
HQWHUSULVHV¶ GHSRVLW VKDUH DQG DQDO\VLV ZK\ WKH\ FKRRVH PRVW IXQGV WR
deposit, not others. Corporate deposits have 53 percent of GDP in 2004, 
ZKLFKDOPRVWDTXDUWHURI&KLQD¶VGHSWK Percent of GDP in 2004, see in 
Chart 3), which is much higher than other countries with similar levels of GDP 
per capita. It is more than 29 percent of GDP compare with the average rate 
(see 3.2.3 Fostering economic growth  
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On this score the continued use of the financial system to support the state 
enterprises with only a minimum of discipline required on the part of the 
SOEs suggests that to date the financial sector reform has not reached the 
objective of promoting more efficient resource allocation in real sectors of the 
economy in China. (OECD, 2004). The main reason is those corporate deposit 
VRPHIXQGVWRJDLQVRPHORDQV%HFDXVH&KLQHVHEDQN¶VGHEWSURGXFWVDUH
simple, other debt finance are used less compared with foreign banks and 
other countries (see Appendix 1).   
 
Chart 4 Chinese corporate bank deposits per GDP in 2004 
 
(Source: PBOC; Bank of Japan; Bank Negara Malaysia; Bank of Canada; US Federal Reserve;     
Bank of Korea; McKinsey, 2006) 
3.2.1.3 Narrow capital account police 
The high rate is also relates to the fact that China prohibits most capital 
outflow, the huge amount of saving in the domestic banks. In addition, a high 
amount of foreign capital inflows is increased this depth level, both into its 
equity markets directly and the domestic commercial banks through foreign 
direct investment indirectly.  
Percent of GDP 
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3.2.1.4 Non-tradable state-owned equity shares.  
Another reason also 67 per cent of Chinese domestic exchanges are owned by 
the government and legally non-tradable (PBOC, 2004 and McKinsey, 2006). 
Because these shares cannot be monetized or exchanged, it could consider a 
financial asset.  
3.2.2. Allocation of resources 
More than 90% of loans from the banking system go to state owned enterprises, 
DQGWKHVKDUHRIHTXLW\LVVXHGE\62(VRQWKHFRXQWU\¶VWZRVWRFNH[FKDQJHVLQ
even higher. Other end-users of funds such as the rural sector, small and 
medium enterprise (SMEs) enterprises and the private sector have effectively 
been squeezed out of the formal financial system. SOEs are the amount the 
least efficient sectors of the economy and the other sectors mentioned 
(*agriculture, SMEs and private sector) have provided the greatest stimulus to 
growth in the past two decades, but have been obliged to obtain their funds 
through internal cash flow or informal channels. (OECD, 2004)  
3.2.3 Fostering economic growth  
On this score the continued use of the financial system to support the state 
enterprises with only a minimum of discipline required on the part of the SOEs 
suggests that to date the financial sector reform has not reached the objective 
of promoting more efficient resource allocation in real sectors of the economy in 
China. (OECD, 2004) 
3.3 Problems in Chinese financial system.  
Although some reforms have already helped to improve the performance of 
&KLQHVHEDQNLQJV\VWHPWKHUHDUHVWLOOVRPHSUREOHPVLQ&KLQD¶VEDQNLQJVHFWRU
Actually, some reforms were not fully adopted in to real operation efficiently 
now.   
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3.3.1 Institutional weakness and restricted product range 
There are still some limits LQ&KLQD¶VILQDQFLDOV\VWHP%DQNLQJVHFXULWLHVDQG
investment sectors are rigid separation and monitored by different regulators. 
The regulation of financial product innovation in China is very tight to avoid 
speculative activities. In addition, domestic have little control over their cost 
and little capacity to vary charge to customers for risk. (OECD, 2004) China 
domestic banks core business always stays in a monopolistic-competitive 
situation for a long period (Fu, 2009). There is little scope for banks to compete 
among themselves. A lot of skills such as marketing are not well developed. 
Unlike more banking systems where fee-based income accounts for a rising 
share of bank earning, Chinese banks still earn most income from interest 
(OCED, 2004). It is not change that the main income is still from net interest 
income which is 61.22% of profit of major commercial banks in 2008 (Chart 5).  
 
Chart 5. Profit distribution of major commercial banks in 2008 
  
 
Net interest income  
Net fee-based income   
 Investment return  
 Others 
 
                                                          
 
(Author collected and calculated, data from CRBC 2003-2009) 
 
Facilities for channelling savings among sectors and financial institutions and 
markets are very limited. By virtue of their branch networks, the state-own 
commercial banks have a major advantage in gathering saving but less of an 
advantage in allocating savings to their most productive uses. (Fu, 2009) 
Interbank, and other short-term markets that in other countries are important 
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conduits for transferring funds among institutions, are growing but are still 
relatively limited. Flows of funds among regions, although more flexible in 
recent years, are limited by some factors. The fixed income market, other than 
in government dept, is primitive and even the government debt market lacks 
depth and liquidity. (OECD, 2004)  
 
Some basic financial instruments to deal with liquidity fluctuations, and other 
specialized needs are quite limited and just start to approach. (OECD, 2004) 
They do not know how to use those risk management tools, e.g. financial 
futures and options very well. However, these tools sometimes could hedging a 
risk, but also can make a huge lose and even a financial crisis.   
3.3.2 Low profitability/high costs/weak balance sheets 
The difference of ROE (Return on Equity) and ROA (Return on Assets) between 
the domestic and foreign banks is becoming smaller. CBRC (2006) gives a date 
to compare ROA and ROE, American EDQNV¶DYHUDJHUDWHIRU52$DQG52(LV
1.41 and 15.51, but Chinese banks are 0.59 and 14.58. Like ICBC report 
present  its ROA and ROE increased from 0.15 and 5.04 in 1995 before financial 




ROE in Chinese banks changes to average from 2-3% in 2003 to 13-21% in 
2008, which achieved the norm for well managed bank in OECD countries tends 
is at least 10%-15%. Furthermore ROA averages about 100 to 131 basis points 
which over the minimum acceptable rate in advanced banking systems is 
considered about 100 basis points. (CRBC, 2002 & 2009, OECD, 2004) Cost 
ratios at Chinese banks tend to be high and the scope for cost reductions 
through cuts in personal or branch closing is small. Before interest rate 
liberalization the banks have little control over their interest cost, since interest 
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rates are determined officially. Thus the possibility to vary interest charges to 
reflect risk will be increased after interest rate fully liberalized.  
3.3.3 The quality of bank assets  
Although, Chinese banking system develops very well after China financial 
liberalization and financial reform, the quality of bank assets are still weak. 
Below five concepts reflect the quality of Chinese banks assets.  
3.3.3.1 The higher level of NPLs   
Chinese EDQNLQJ V\VWHP¶V PDMRU SUREOHP LV &KLQD 6WDWH-own commercial 
EDQNV¶KLJKOHYHORI13/VZKLFKDUHPXFKKLJKHUUDWHs that other banks in 
China (see appendix 1). A comparison with some American Banks in 2005 
finds their average NPLs ratio is only 0.32 per cent, but China commercial 
EDQNV¶ DYHUDJH13/V¶ UDWLR LV  PXFKKLJKHU WKDQ$PHULFDQ LQ  
(CBRC,2006). However through a rapidly banking reform in China, 
non-performance asset were sold and transferred. Their lending system and 
risk management system was transformed, especially in the big four state 
banks all have a significant improvement.  
  Chart 1 State-RZQHGFRPPHUFLDOEDQNV¶13/V(2001- June of 2009) 
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Above Chart 5 presents that the official in CRBC 2009 displays the positive 
development of CKLQHVH EDQNV¶ 13/V In 2007, the commercial banks 
continued their reform and restructuring efforts and accelerated their 
write-offs of NPLs, with the quality of their assets significantly improved. By 
the end of 2007, the NPLs of commercial banks measured by the five-category 
loan classification standards totalled RMB1.3 trillion, representing a ratio of 
6.2 percent, a drop of 0.93 percentage point from that of 2007. The larger 
state-RZQFRPPHUFLDOEDQNV¶ORDQEDODQFHLVGHFUHDVHGIURPSHUFHQWLQ
2001 to 1.99 percent in mid-2009.  
3.3.3.2 Disposal of NPLs by the four AMCs     
In 2000, government transfer a larger amount NPLs to four asset 
PDQDJHPHQWFRPSDQLHV$0&VLQRUGHUWRLPSURYHEDQNV¶EDODQFHVKHHWV
The research data displays nearly 59 percent of the reduction of NPLs during 
2001 to 2006, was transferred the bad loan to the four state owned 
asset-management companies: Huarong, Cinda, Great Wall, and China Orient 
(see next page Chart 6). The amount is about $150billion. McKinsey (2006), 
PBOC (2005), CBRC (1999) DQG SUHVV¶V UHVHDUFKHV DOO SUHVHQWPRUH WKDQ
$300 billion worth of NPLs were transferred from the large state-own 
commercial banks to asset-management companies since their creation in 
1998. However, only half of the transfer ($150 billion) occurred since 2001 
and only average 20.5 percent NPLs in these companies was recovered. These 
companies issued bonds to compensate these NPLs. When bond was mature 
and result that the recovery rates maybe low, government has to settle 
expenses.  
3.3.3.3 Growth in bank lending has contributed to reducing NPL ratio.  
During these years preparing the financial liberalization, the improvements 
within banks reforms and the business rapid expansion, such as raise new 
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loans peaked at 23 per cent of GDP in 2003 to help to reduce the remainder of 
NPLs (see below Chart 7).  
 
Chart 6 Source of state-RZQHGFRPPHUFLDOEDQNV¶13/UHGXFWLRQ
2001 -2005ˈ 









Source: PBOC; CBRC; Press Search; MGI, 2006, p25 
 
  










Notes: 1 CAGR = compound annual growth rate.  
Source: PBOC Monetary Policy Report; MGI 2006, P27 
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3.3.3.4 The main reasons result of the problems and risk in the 
Chinese banking system 
Despite they have already done many serious attempts to establish 
operational independence, WKH FHQWUDO RU ORFDO JRYHUQPHQWV¶ URXWLQHO\
interference in the operation of Chinese financial system, especially these Big 
Four (state-own) banks. Lu (2007) and Nolan (2001) both consider some 
DSSDUHQWO\FRPPHUFLDODFWLYLWLHVDOVRKDYHEHHQFRQYHUWHGLQWRµSROLWLFDO¶RU
µVRFLDO¶RQHVLQFXUUHQW&KLQHVHEDQNLQJVLWXDWLRQ)RUH[DPSOHOHQGLQJIXQG
to many SOE (State-owned enterprises) that could have a high credit risk, 
recruiting redundant government employees and retired soldiers. This quality 
problem mainly relates to their corporate governance and ownership, not 
mainly to their assets management and business operation. Polster and 
Huang (2000), Lu 2007 and Lu and etc, 2003 all claim these state-own banks 
have obligation to supply the policy loans to the SOEs, according to their 
policy and credit plan, which will cause more hazard problems.   
 
Liu (2006) claimed that CKLQD¶V EDQNLQJ VHFWRU UHPDLQV PRQRSROL]HG E\
state-owned banks with an historical responsibility for supporting 
state-owned enterprises and maintaining social and economic stability and 
security. Chart 8 shows that the share of state ownership in Chinese banks is 
very high compared with other countries. The research found 83 percent 
banks assets were state owned in 2004, although the share was reduced from 
90 percent in 1990. There is also more than double, triple size excess than 
other countries. The data of PBOC and MGI (2006) also present there are sixty 
SHUFHQWRIEDQNDVVHWVDUHKHOGE\&KLQD¶VIRXU ODUJHVWFRPPHUFLDOEDQNV 
'XULQJWKHVH\HDUVWKHJRYHUQPHQWKDVDOORZHGµVWUDWHJLF¶,32LQYHVWPHQWV
and FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) in some commercial banks. In China 
there are about 120 city commercial banks and joint stock banks plus more 
than 30,000 rural and urban credit cooperatives, Chinese government also 
controlled or influenced most of them. The Chinese government adopted a 
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restrictive policy towards them, in order to protect the state-owned banks and 
to restrict the competition. However, the big four state banks, also specialised 
banks all have obligations to state-owned enterprise (MGI, 2006) However, 
the shares of state ownership are declined in 20078, after fully open up market 
to foreign competitors (PBOC, 2008).   
 
  Chart 8 Big amounts of state-owned bank assets in 1990 and 2004 
 Source: PBOC and MGI 2006 
 
 
Polster and Huang (2000) state government influence the operation of the 
banking institutions through the so-FDOOHG ³FUHGLW SODQ ´ 6LQFH  WKH
credit-quota in the state banks has been abolished, but the state banks are 
still subject to the so-FDOOHG ³SODQ-JXLGLQJ´DQG³LQGLUHFWO\ UHJXODWLQJ ´7KH
credit plan includes detailed priorities for lending, even in some cases 
                                        
8 e.g. ICBC is to about 35% in 2007 
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specifying credits for specific borrowers, further more the interest rate also 
including this guiding.  
 
Another reason is poor banking supervisor. Polster and Huang (2000) said in 
China, both PBOC and the state banks cannot operate independently from the 
intervention of the government. There are more or less governmental or 
semi-governmental subdivisions influence their operational independence. 
Government over control and result of weakened the banking sector 
VXSHUYLVLRQ V\VWHP /X DOVR  S FODLPHG ³$V D WRRO RI FHQWUDO
government, the specialized banks had undergone very little increase in their 
DXWRQRP\LQPRQLWRULQJDGVFUHHQLQJ´ 3ROVWHUDQG+XDQJDOVRJLYHV
some detail case in DQGRWKHUSHULRGKRZ3%2&V¶ZHDNUHJXODWLRQDQG
affect by the Chinese government.  
3.3.3.5 Asset quality risks in the future 
Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GSGIR) (2008) believes that 
there are some risks should be watch for China asset quality because of some 
policy issues:   
 
a) Potential near-term mini-credit squeeze for firms, especially for SMEs 
in tight credit quota  
The tight credit quota control in 2008 is RMB 3.8 trillion renminbi loan 
quota controls in 2008, which including Rmb200 billions additional loan 
quota specifically directed at the SME and agricultural sectors in July, 
2008. It implies that 14.5% RMB loan growth is very tight vs. 19.3% 
nominal GDP growth rate in 2008E. This may potentially lead to cash flow 
disruption for firms, especially for SMEs and big firms which have 
aggressive CAPEX expansion plans made in 2007. GSGIR, 2008 suggest 
WKDW ³if China increased or eliminated the credit quota, under the 
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precondition that inflation pressure fundamentally eases without pricing 
controls.´ 
 
b) Near-term cash flow difficulties of property developers, in light of tight 
credit, and declining price and volume.  
A report (GSGIR.b 2008) gives some key conclusions on it. In 2008, due 
to the high gross margin of development project attracted ample financial, 
WKH DVVHW TXDOLW\ RI GHYHORSHUV¶ ORDQ UHPDLQHG VWDEOH +RZHYHU WKH\
believe developers may face more of a cash squeeze near-term, as 
financing and operating cash flow may fall in 2H08/2009 and property 
price, transaction volumes and gross margins could be fall. NPL formation 
risk change to modest from sharp, when they consider some 
overstretched developers default on their loans in 2008 and 2009, they 
believe most distressed developers may face restructuring in the end. (i.e. 
land/asset sales, industry M&A, JV, etc). They consider systemic risk is 
low, as rising personal incomes improve affordability, and as total 
property developer loan exposure is 7% of total sector loans. However, 
the second mortgage rule will bring a negative impact on both housing 
upgrade needs and investment needs;  
 
c) Structural challenges for manufacturers to deal with rising input costs 
and margin pressure, revenue slowdown and RMB appreciation.   
Chinese firms need to upgrade their technology and productivity, R&D 
and marketing capability to mitigate these issues in the next three to five 
years. During the period, we believe some firms may not survive. 
+RZHYHU &KLQD¶V UHFHQW SODQV WR UHIRUP 9$7 WR HQFRXUDJH FRUSRUDWH
machinery investment as a positive policy direction in this regard (GSGIR, 
2008). 
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3.4 Changes in Chinese banking sector  
Because of financial reform and financial liberalization, these years there are 
lots of improvement in Chinese banking sector:   
3.4.1 Further asset expansion of banking institutions 
As of end 2008, the total assets of the banking sector amounted to RMB62.4 
trillion, an increase of RMB9.8 trillion or 18.6 percent from 2007.The total 
liabilities of the banking sector reached RMB58.6 trillion (see Chart, 9), an 
LQFUHDVHRI50%WULOOLRQRUSHUFHQW7RWDORZQHUV¶HTXLW\RIWKHEDQNLQJ
sector grew to RMB3.8 trillion, an increase of RMB7,558 billion or 25 percent  
The market share has changed a lot in 2008, the market share of large 
state-owned commercial banks, and foreign banks was decreased relatively 
2.22 and 0.23 percent, but others are all increased. In general, small and 
medium-sized commercial banks have been gradually expanding their market 
shares. (CRBC report, 2008 & 2009)  
Chart 9 Total assets and liabilities of banking institutions,2003-2008 
 










2003        2004      2005      2006      2007       2008 
(Author collected and calculated, data from CRBC 2003-2009) 
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3.4.2 Steady rise in total deposits and loans 
As of now, China's banking sector achieved a steady rise in its total deposits and 
loans. Chart 10 in next page shows that as of end-2008, bank deposits totalled 
RMB47.8 trillion, an increase of RMB7.7 trillion or 19.3 percent from the end of 
2007, 4.1 percentage point less on a year-on-year basis. The outstanding 
balance of households' deposits was RMB22.2 trillion, an increase of RMB4.5 
trillion or 25.7 percent from the end of 2006, 19.9 percentage points less on a 
year-on-year basis. The balance of deposits of enterprises and public 
institutions totalled RMB16.4 trillion, an increase of RMB2.0 trillion or 13.5 
percent from the end of 2007. (CBRC, 2009)  As of end-2008, total bank loans 
reached RMB 32.0 trillion, an increase of RMB5.0 trillion or 22.4 percent from 
the end of 2007. Specifically, short-term loans amounted to RMB12.9 trillion, an 
increase of RMB1.5 trillion or 12.3 percent, 4.5 percentage points lower than 
that in 2007.Medium- to long-term loans were RMB16.4 trillion, an increase of 
RMB2.7 trillion or 20.2 percent, 2.2 percentage points lower than that in 2007. 
Individual consumer loans stood at RMB3.7 trillion, an increase of RMB4,611 
billion or 14.1 percent. Total bill financing amounted to RMB1.9 trillion, a 
increase of RMB6,429 billion or 49.9 percent. (CBRC, 2009)   
3.4.3 Improvement in capital adequacy of banking institutions 
Chart 11 in next page shows that as of end-2007, the weighted average capital 
adequacy ratio (CAR) of all banking institutions reached for the first time the 
international regulatory level of 8 percent, while the weighted average CAR of 
commercial banks reached 8.4 percent in 2007. Furthermore, as of end-2008, it 
increased 3.7 percent to 12 percent, which is over international regulatory level. 
As of end-2008, 204 commercial banks met the CAR regulatory requirement, 
and an increase of 43 banks from that of 2007 and accounting for 99.9 percent 
of total commercial banking assets. 
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Chart 10 Deposits and loans for financial institutions and 
loan-deposit ratio (2003-2008)  
Deposits Loans   Loan-deposit ratio     Unit: RMB 100 million 
 
2003     2004    2005     2006   2007     2008 
                         (Author collected and calculated, data from CRBC 2003-2009) 
 
 
Chart 11 Numbers and share of banks meeting the CAR requirement 
(2003-2008) 
 Number of banks meeting the standard    Assets share 
2003     2004    2005     2006     2007     2008 
(Author collected and calculated, data from CRBC 2003-2009) 
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3.4.4 Further improvement in risk resilience 
The major commercial banks in China improved their resilience to risks 
significantly. Below Chart12 evidences that as of end-2008, the provisions for 
asset impairment set aside by major commercial banks totalled RMB 7,735 
billion, an increased of RMB1, 747 billion from that of 2007. The coverage ratio 
of loan loss provisions increased by 116.4 percentage points to 75.2 percent 
 
Chart 2 Shortfall in loan loss provision of major commercial banks 
(2003-2008) 
 Shortfall in loan loss provisions   Provision coverage ratio 
 
2003    2004     2005     2006    2007     2008 
(Author collected and calculated, data from CRBC 2003-2009) 
 
3.4.5 Further improvement in profitability and in revenue 
structure 
In 2008, the net profit (after-tax), net return on equity (ROE) and net return on 
assets (ROA) of the banking sector were RMB5,834 billion, 17.1percent and 1.0 
percent respectively. The revenue structure becomes better. Net interest 
income, investment returns and net fee-based income constituted the three 
major contributors to the income portfolio (Chart 13). 
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3.5. International financial liberalization in China 
International financial liberalization in China reflects to relaxation of Capital 
account control and the restriction of foreign institutions entry. Although after 
2006 the speed of international financial liberalization in China is quick and 
achieve some significant performance than before, there are also some 
restrictions in Chinese banking system.  
  3.5.1 Capital Account liberalization. 
Learning from Chart 2, the theory and experience from other countries, it is 
suggested that China will do well to adopt a cautious approach to capital account 
liberalization. (I0)&KLQD¶VDSSURDFKRI DV\PPHWULF FRQWURO RI FDSLWDO
inflow and outflow is that long-term capital inflows are nearly freedom, but 
short-term capital inflows and outflows are restricted.  
 
Actually, China adopts release the restriction of FDI rather than other types of 
capital inflows9. IMF (2005), PBOC (2009) & Chen (2009) all claims that this 
approach has helped insulated it from many of the risks associated with capital 
account liberalization and causes China to be one of the big countries who own 
largest amount capital inflowing. However, recent experience indicates that this 
efficiency may be waning. Some studies (e.g. Gruenwald and Aziz, 2003; PBOC, 
FLWHGWKDW&KLQD¶VFDSLWDOFRQWUROVZHUHRQHUHDVRQWKHFRXQWU\ZLWKVWRRG
the Asian financiaOFULVLVEXW,0)DUJXHVWKDW³LWVKRXOGEHQRWHGWKDWWKH
capital flight from China during the Asian crisis was triggered by external shocks, 
while public confidence in the domestic financial system remained basically 
intact.  
 
                                        
9 Prasad and Wei (2004) document changes over time in the relative importance of FDI in 
&KLQD¶VWRWDOFDSLWDOLQIORZVDQGGLVFXVVYDULRXVK\SRWKHVHVDERXWZK\&KLQD¶VLQIORZVKDYH
been largely tilted towards FDI. 
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,QGHHG&KLQD¶VFDSLWal account did not face the test from a crisis, also include 
current financial crisis. IMF (2005) & Chen, (2009) further indicate that despite 
the existence of controls on capital outflows, sizable amounts of financial capital 
still appear to have flow out of China during the Asian crisis and its aftermath.10 
Experiences11 during 2001 to 2003, corroborated by some formal empirical 
work (e.g. Cheung, 2003) indicate that the controls of capital flow have become 
less effective ultimately, and hampered an indepenGHQW PRQHWDU\ SROLF\´ 
Nevertheless, because of the commitments of WTO accession to further 
liberalization of trade and financial sector and the development of China 
economy, which is going to a global economy, according to IMF (2005) that the 
controls of capital flows in China are becoming more porous.  
3.5.2 Opening the Banking Sector to Foreign Competition and 
operation business liberalization 
Chinese banking sector was opened to foreign banks in the late 1970s. However, 
foreign participation was extremely limited until 11 December 2001, when 
China joined the WTO. Following its WTO commitments, China should release 
WKH UHVWULFWLRQV RQ IRUHLJQ EDQNV VWHS E\ VWHS ³$OO WKH QRQ-prudential 
restrictions on ownership and operational and organizational setup, including 
restrictions on the number of branches and licenses, need to be removed by 
 ´ 6LQFH $SULO  WKH IRUHLJQ H[FKDQJH FRQWURO RYHU FXUUHQW DFFRXQW
                                        
10
 Gunter, (2004) that capital flight from China exceeded US$100 billion a year during 
1997±2000. He also notes that, during this period, stricter controls on cross-border currency 
and investment flows were largely offset by increasing use of trade mis-invoicing. 
 
11 Since 2001, expectations of an appreciation of the renminbi, coupled with a positive 
Chinese-U.S. interest differential, have resulted in substantial net inflows of non-FDI capital 
despite the extensive controls on non-FDI inflows (see Prasad and Wei, 2004). Moreover, 
these expectations have also been reflected in recorded capital account transactions. Foreign 
currency loans from domestic banks to residents increased by almost 30 percent during 2003, 
ZKLOH UHVLGHQWV¶ foreign currency deposits declined slightly. At the same time, anecdotal 
evidence of early collection of export receipts and increased use of trade credit for imports are 
also consistent with general expectations of an appreciation of the renminbi. IMF (2005) 
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transactions was released and banking sector also partially opened up. Some 
major foreign banks have been allowed to conduct a limited range of local 
currency business in Pudong, Shanghai. In May 1998, eight foreign banks were 
allowed to enter the national interbank market, but only limited sectors. They 
can now participate in interbank borrowing, and bond trading and bond 
purchasing through a national trading and information network. Other foreign 
banks concentrate mainly on syndicated lending and trade finance.(Cho, 2000)  
 
Moreover, the China banking regulatory Commission (CBRC) has allowed 
foreign banks to own up to 25% of any domestic financial institution, since 2003. 
(CBRC, 2003) In practice, at the end of 2006 the foreign banks had equity 
investments in 18 domestic banks, including three state-owned ones, eight 
national joint-stocks, and seven city commercial banks. At the end of 2008, 12 
countries and regions have set up 28 foreign-owned banks, two joint-venture 
banks and two foreign-owned finance companies in China. 75 foreign banks 
from 25 countries and regions have set up 116 branches in China. In addition, 
the ICBC, Bank of China, China Construction Bank and other financial 
institutions in the banking industry have attracted 45 foreign institutional 
investors, and absorbed foreign capital of 32.78 billion U.S. dollars. (Window of 
China, 2009)  
 
Foreign banks, once in China, certainly have opened more channels for, thus 
PDNLQJ&KLQD¶VFDSLWDOFRQWUROs more porous and may have played an active role 
in intermediating short-term bank loans to China. (Liu, 2005) However, foreign 
banks also continuity suffers from the high cost of funding sources, their RMB 
loans still mainly depended on the inter-bank market (Liu 2007). The cost from 
inter-bank is much higher than deposit source. In addition, there are many 
deposits in Chinese domestic banks. &%5&¶VUHSRUWGLVSOD\HGRYHU
percent of foreign bank loans are made in US dollars.  




with domestic banks in China. They may contrast the market share with their 
accumulative expertise and better-management experience. But in another 
hand, some benefits also could be foundˊLewis (1987) said traditional foreign 
banks had a high capable and more solution to international trade. Foreign 
banks have accumulated expertise and developing new products to attract new 
FXVWRPHUV DQG ROGHU FXVWRPHUV¶ UHTXLUHPHQW LQFUHDVLQJO\ LQ WKH KLJh speed 
development of economic and various business environments. Foreign banks 
have many flexible products. These products could be combined with other 
financial products or derivative products, sometimes only design individually to 
some special customerV  7KH OHDUQLQJ DQG H[SHULHQFH LQ RWKHU FRXQWULHV¶
financial market could provide more idea to match current trending complex and 
YDULRXVFXVWRPHUV¶UHTXLUHPHQW7KHVHSURGXFWVDOVRFDQXVHWRKHOSWRLQFUHDVH
the opportunity for higher return with lower risk. 
 
$QRWKHUFDVHFRXOGEHOHDUQVIURP86EDQNVFRPSDUHZLWK8.EDQNV¶PDUNHWLQJ
methods. Because of the different society and culture, some UK bankers have a 
negative attitude about using aggressive sales in the branch. They always said: 
µ:H¶UHWHOOHUV QRWVHOOHUV¶5RJHUV6LPLODUO\LQ&KLQD&KLQHVHGRPHVWLF
EDQNVWDII¶VDWWLWXGHLVQRWPRUHDJJUHVVLYHWKDQIRUHLJQEDQNV¶VWDII/LX
VDLG IRUHLJQ EDQN¶V HQWU\ EULQJ D SRVLWLYH HIIHFW RU GHPRQVWUDWLRQ HIIHFW RQ
domestic banks thus promoting efficiency. They also can help domestic banks to 
speed up enhance their human capital and technology needed to the host 
economy. She argued foreign bank should be a participator, not negative 
contender. Lu (2007) also agreed the entry of foreign banks could help Chinese 
banks improve efficiency and performance of the banking industry through 
competition and thus result in better and cheaper service to consumers.  
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3.6 Domestic financial liberalization in China 
Domestic financial liberalization in China mainly reflect that the release of 
interest rate margin restriction. According to Cho (2000) Interest rate 
OLEHUDOL]DWLRQ LVDNH\ WR LPSURYHPHQWRI WKH FDSDELOLWLHVRI&KLQD¶V ILQDQFLDO
system in several ways. Before interest rate liberalization, China state-own 
commercial banks can only adjust their lending rates within a specified band 
around officially determined rates. Therefore, the marginal lending rate was not 
driven by open market operations efficiently.12  
 
China financial system started to reform rapidly since 1994. In 1995, the basic 
approach of the interest rate reform was introduced. By mid-1996, the 
restriction of the interest rates in the short term and the inter-bank market has 
been fully relaxed and then it normally reflects the inflation rate and positive in 
real terms. After one year, the bond market in inter-bank market started to 
operate and the restriction of interest rate of the bond buyback and transaction 
was removal. March 1998, the discount and rediscount are liberalized and it 
opened the issue rate of policy banking bond market and gradually increased 
the upper limit on lending rate. On 1999, government begun to gradually allow 
different institutions to negotiate rates on overt Y30 Million deposits with above 
5-year maturity. On 21, September, 2000, foreign currency Lending rate was 
liberalized and liberalized foreign currency deposit dates for deposits over 
$3million.On March 2002, the administer policy on foreign currency interest rate 
of domestic banks and foreign banks in China went to same level. In 2003, the 
floor on foreign currency deposit rates was removed and deposit rate in pound, 
franc, Swiss, Franc, and Canadian Dollar was liberalized. Then in 2004, all 
foreign currency deposit rates with maturity above 1 year was liberalized. In the 
                                        
12 the sale and purchase of Government bonds to influence liquidity 
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same year, ceiling on all lending rates 13and the floor on all deposit rates are 
removed. (Chen, 2009)& (Porter, Takats, & Feyzioglu, 2009) In 2005, the 
inter-bank deposit interest rate was liberalized, which means that ceilings of 
interest rate on small value one year US dollar and Hong Kong deposits were 
raised five times, to 3% and 2.625%, respectively. In 2006, ceiling on interest 
rate of commercial housing mortgage loans for individuals was reduced from 0.9 
times the benchmark lending rate to 0.85 times the benchmark rate. (Fu, 2009)  
 
  
Table 2 RMB interest Rates for financial institutions 
RMB interest Rates (percent ) 1993-1999 
Item 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Lending Rates (A) 10.98 10.98 12.06 10.08 8.64 6.39 5.85 
Deposit Rate (B) 10.98 10.98 10.98 7.47 5.67 3.78 2.25 
A-B 0 0 1.08 2.61 2.97 2.61 3.6 
Notes:  rates as end of year 
      
        
RMB interest Rates (percent) 2002-2008 
Item 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Lending Rates (A) 5.31 5.31 5.58 5.58 6.12 7.47 5.31 
Deposit Rate (B) 1.98 1.98 2.25 2.52 2.52 4.14 2.25 
A-B 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.06 3.6 3.33 3.06 
Notes: rates as end of year         
(Author calculated, data from PBOC data, 2009) 
 
 
Now China has already made substantial progress in liberalizing its financial 
markets, and especially on its interest rates. Before interest rate liberalization 
and transition period, the margins between deposit and lending fluctuated, on 
several occasions, deposit rates, exceeded lending rates of similar maturity 
(Cho, 2000). Above table 2 shows that during the transition period from 
1993-1998, interest rates were more frequently adjusted, and the margin 
                                        
13 except for urban and rural credit cooperatives, which have a cap of 130 percent over 
reference rates 
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between the lending and deposit rates was expanded. Furthermore Porter, 
Takats, and Feyzioglu (2009) DUJXHWKDWLQRUGHUWRKHOSWKHEDQNV¶FDSLWDOEDVH
to be increased under the current situation, the interest rate margin may have 
to be widened for a moment.   
 
3.7 Arguments of Financial Liberalisation in China  
In this part, some discussions about the influence after foreign banks entry fully 
under financial liberalization can be consolidated below two main attitudes:   
3.7.1 Benefits 
Most research find Chinese domestic banks will get more benefits from China 
financial liberalisation. They consider this liberalisation will give a health 
HQYLURQPHQW WR &KLQHVH EDQNLQJ V\VWHP¶V GHYHORSPHQW ,Q DGGLWLRQDO WKH
competition also can expedite the banking reforms and management 
improvement. In China significant progress has been made in building a sound 
banking system during banking reform and prepare for final Financial 
Liberalisation.   
 
Liu (2006) in BIS, No. 28 report with total assets, deposits and loans growing 
steadily, furthermore profitability improving and risk control ability 
strengthened, Chinese banking system is preparing financial liberalization. The 
Chinese banking system still played an important role in resource allocation, 
channelling savings to investments. 
 
When domestic banks like to learn the expertise from foreign bank, after 
financial liberalisation, they also can through attract foreign investment to inject 
domestic banks. In addition Lu (2003) also argued these foreign investments 
also can helps to enhance the capital base of ailing banks, when domestic 
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resources are not sufficient. Through increased competition, it also hopes for 
improvement in banking discipline through increased competition. They also 
provide a successful story in Latin American banking sector, it show that the 
positive impact of foreign participation in the banking sector is not merely a 
theoretical possibility. Mather (1998) argued domestic banks will have to 
improve services, to speed up the adoption of new technology and improve 
efficiency under competitive pressure.  
 
3.7.2 Risks and Damages  
Some people worry about the weakness of Chinese banks could raise financial 
crises and contagion, once financial liberalisation is implemented. Financial 
liberalization typically will allow free entry to banking without restrictions and 
regulations. They consider it will hinder the development of the financial sector 
with banking being a building block. Mizsei (1995) demonstrated in despite of 
some positive outcome is discoursed under financial liberalizationˈwhich would 
cause nationalistic concern, if foreign control was increased too much.  
 
Lu (2003) argued If and when the bad loan problem is resolved, Chinese banks 
still need to bring their capital adequacy and prudential management up to 
international standards to withstand the shock of new competition and fallout 
from future international financial crises. The banking crisis in Estonia illustrates 
this point very clearly. However, during the transition of this financial 
liberalization, some problems of Chinese banks have been explored.  
 
/XFODLPHGRQFHILQDQFLDOOLEHUDOL]DWLRQLVLPSOHPHQWHG&KLQHVHEDQNV¶
problems could raise subject the country to potential financial crises and 
contagion. Or once barriers to entry are removed, it is impossible that these 
domestic banks in their current situation could not endure under intense 
competition from those better-managed, more experienced in the international 
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banking environments foreign banks. Lu et al. (2003) claimed Chinese banking 
system is already suffering under the burden of the legacy of central planning, 
with outdated technology and bad loans accounting for over 20 per cent of the 
total outstanding loan portfolio. 14  
 
Polster and Huang (2000) gave a risk-analysis for the Chinese bank industry. 
7KHVLJQULVNFRXOGEHVXPPDUL]HGE\µOver-borrowing and inefficient use of 
capital resources; The debt-crisis between the state banks and SOEs; The 
deterioration of capital levels and profitability in the Chinese state banks; Liu 
(2006) said credit risk arising from NPLs and loan concentration is the major risk 
to the banking sector. Loan share is too high to concentrate credit risks in the 
banking sector. MGI (2006) also agree this state and recommend developing 
the equity and bond markets. Measures have been taken to increase direct 
financing. Another risks also present by Lu (2003), and base on some risk 
management theories Galpin, R. (1988), Lewis (1987) and BIS papers No.28 all 
claimed there are huge operation, market and liquidity risk in China.  
 
Lu (2007) also considers lower incentive and low efficiency of the big four banks 
specialised banks led to their weak competitive capabilities. Compared with 
other domestic banks, the specialised banks had a lower average 
return-to-assets ratio and lower average profit-capital ratio. They conclude that 
the conventional view that the government should not only liberate the 
restriction for foreign banks, but also liberate the control or influence of 
domestic banks.  Therefore, under financial liberalisation, government should 
lessen on the control and influence of domestic banks first.  
 
                                        
14 This is an official estimate, while estimates by private sector economists run as high as 40 
per cent. 
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3.8 Conclusion  
In the past thirty years, China has successfully managed the financial 
liberalisation transition to an open economy following some empirical 
approaches. This chapter SUHVHQWV D SLFWXUH RI &KLQD¶V GRPHVWLF DQG
international finance liberalisation during these years, which not just present a 
policy reforms also analysis how the situation and problems of China financial 
system before, the transition and post-liberalisation. Although some problems 
and restrictions still remain on other types of capital flows, China is going to 
accelerate the liberalization in near future. Managing capital flows and 
associated risks will be a great challenge for China in the next decade. Through 
VRPH DQDO\VLV LQ WKLV FKDSWHU &KLQD¶V FRPSOH[ V\VWHPDWLF UHIRUP FRXOG
approach to analysis how the effect of financial liberalisation to China financial 
system and DFDVHVWXG\WRRWKHUGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHV¶UHIRUP.  
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Chapter 4 Research methodology 
The previous chapters use the literature review and some economic data to 
present how the effect of financial liberalisation in China and other countries in 
theory and practice. This chapter will introduce how those literature and current 
economic situation link with the research methods, and how it designed and 
used in this research.  
4.1 Introduction 
The effect of financial liberalization research has not empirically been explored 
to a great extent. Most studies are conducted by using quantitative methods. 
Therefore this study is approached with qualitative method in order to 
investigate the individual aspect of the effect of financial liberalization on 
Chinese banking system. This was also driven by the fact that the complex of 
Chinese banking system structure and the big different treatments between 
IRUHLJQDQGGRPHVWLFEDQNV7KHUHIRUHWKHVWXG\PD\FRQWULEXWHWRLQGLYLGXDOV¶
personal insights in the current economic environment of China financial 
liberalization, and finally draw a valuable conclusion.  
4.2 Qualitative Questionnaire Design  
A well ± designed questionnaire can help to gather information on the both 
overall performance of the test and information on specific components of the 
system. The important thing is that a questionnaire should be viewed as a 
multi-stage process beginning with definition of the aspects to be examined and 
ending with interpretation of the results. Below Chart 12 shows steps are used 
to design and administer a questionnaire include in this research: 
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Chart 12 Steps of designing and administering a questionnaire  
 
4.3 Research method 
According to Crotty, (1998), the author tries to understand the phenomenon 
and human being rather than just explain in theory. Because the author is 
LQWHUHVWLQWKH³HVVHQFHRIKXPDQH[SHULHQFH´DQG³WKHHVVHQFHRIDSDUWLFXODU
H[SHULHQFH´ (Denscombe, 2007, p83) to explain the effect of financial 
liberalization in the real life base on those banking mangers experience. This 
qualitative research is approached with a phenomenological methodology, in 
order to identify the human experiences concerning the phenomenon as 
described by the participants in this research (Denscombe, 2007).  
 
The questionnaires followed a semi-structured questionnaire. Major questions 
are contained by Part A - 9 closed questions combined with optional questions ± 
why do you think this and Part B - 5 open questions relating to how the China 
Defining the objective of the 
survey
Determining the Sampling Group
Writing the Questionnaire
Administering the questionnaire
Interpretation of the Results
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financial liberalization effect its financial system, actions of banks to face the 
changed situation and the factors caused the crisis.15 Because there is few 
literature of China financial liberalization to use survey to listen the real voice 
from bank sector in practice. Therefore this research use this method to analysis 
and also compare with other research with other countries, some questions are 
setting similar with the survey of South Korea financial liberalization from 
Amess and Demetriades (2001).  
 
This survey estimates the effect in different levels, sectors, organisations, and 
the relationship between the financial liberalization and them, because all the 
questionnaire send to people who are from different organizations in banking 
and CBRC, variable department and positions responded to the survey. This 
survey diversified the types of respondents, but narrow the market which just 
relevant the commercial banks, due to current China financial system are major 
operated by commercial banks, although in the future other types of financial 
sectors will be developed and share further market.  
 
4.4 Objective  
This paper tries to explore and develop a comprehensive picture related to the 
environment of Chinese banking sector. The objective of this research is finding 
that:  
y How is the current situation for the banking system and who will take more 
risk under Chinese financial liberalization of post-WTO? 
y What risks of financial liberalization in China banking sector? Should 
slowdown the opening process under current financial crisis? 
                                        
15 Questionnaires designed by referring Helen knight¶s recommendations and (Demetriades, 
Fattouh and Shields 2001) 
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y Where are the differences between domestic banks and foreign banks in the 
commercial sector? How about their weakness and benefits?  
y :KDW DUH WKH PDLQ UHDVRQV FDXVH GRPHVWLF EDQNV DQG IRUHLJQ EDQNV¶
problems?  
y How could different strategies help Chinese banking system positioning 
them for the future, based on changes in this market structure, increased 
competition and future development?  
 
4.5 Sampling 
The questionnaire could be concerned with the decision about whom to answer, 
and to which kinds of organizations should be involved. The author would like to 
apply the fittest purposive sampling (Flick, 2006,p129). According to 
Groenewald (2004) the sample was selected based on WKHDXWKRU¶VMXGJHPHQW
and the aim of this research, which is seeking those key actors with experiences 
relating to the phenomenon approached. The purpose of this research was to 
ask peoples with long experience in the area chosen with appropriate position to 
witness the impact of financial liberalization. Furthermore, according to Flick 
(2007a), the research should represent a variety in the field (Flick, 2007a). 
Appendix II gives the general information of participants. 
 
4.6 Characteristics of Participants 
These respondents are very valuable, because in China banking sectors are the 
main part of China financial system, and aim to get board and complete view, 
the questionnaires were sent to three main groups in China banking sectors: 
CBRC, domestic and foreign banks. Total 25 responses can be classified by three 
groups: 13 responses, 52% of total from foreign banks, 9 respondents (36% of 
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total) worked in domestic banks, and 3 people, 12% (of total respondents) in 
CBRC (see Appendix III):  
z The first and second groups are both from foreign and domestic banks in 
China who have a direct experience in the front line of the banking reform 
and liberalization. They are 5 senior managers, 2 officer and 2 clerks worked 
in domestic banks; 5 officers, 2 senior managers , 1 branch manager, 2 
department heads, 2 vice presidents, 1 managing director worked in foreign 
banks (see Appendix II). 
z There only 2 officers and 1 officer in third group who involved some polices 
reforms and manage the financial institutions in China are from China 
government body-CBRC (see Appendix II). 
 
Most of them all have about ten years work experience and some are worked 
more than twenty years who witness the transition of financial liberalization in 
China. In additional, the job positions are also diversified and can affect directly 
by financial liberalization in China banking sector (see Appendix III). 
 
4.7 Data Collection 
There are several problems during the process of questionnaire sending and 
collecting: 
 
 Questionnaire sending: 
Due to the aim of this research is trying to get the more valuable result from 
the people who can present their real experience during the reform of 
banking system and financial liberalization in China. The author tried to 
send the questionnaire to some people who have a long working experience 
in banking sectors and the relevant position with the topic of this research. 
It was difficult to find many people and ask them to do this survey. Another 
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difficulty thing are they may not interested and have no enough knowledge 
to support this research.  
 Questionnaire Collecting:  
Because the author gave a short term period to answer the questions and 
some people are in the annual leaves and business trips, most of them 
cannot respondent and some respondents only answered the closed 
questions in Part A, the reason of choices and Part B are not answered.  
 
Due to these experiences, the author changed the strategy to ask the helps from 
some author colleagues and friends. The result is they are not only answering 
the questions and also send this questionnaire to their friends and colleague to 
expand the network and scale of the research. Furthermore, the author send 
some track e-mail to them to push them finish the questionnaire and give them 
more time to finish.  
4.8 The limitation of this survey 
The effective of a research will be improved during the process or further studies 
if some limitations and problems were disclosed. In this research, some 
limitations of this research were found and changed or still not be changed for 
further studies.   
 
Because the time resource for this project was limited, a certain extent this 
study was restricted to a convenience sampling (Thompson 2002). The author 
FDQQRWWKHGHVLJQRITXHVWLRQQDLUH¶VTXHVWLRQVDUe very well and the author 
gave a limited time to participants. Thurs result of the smaller number of 
respondents (just total 25 respondents)  and most of them just give a simple 
answer or just answer the closed question in part A and did not present the 
reason of their choice. Further time is given may improve the quality of the 
result. Additionally, these may be also be solved by another type of qualitative 
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approach- face to face interview16. This because of two reasons, one is face to 
face interview can push them to complete the open questions and aboard 




Another issue is the translation of few responses from Chinese to English or the 
understanding of questionnaire questions from English to Chinese for the 
analysis could modify the actual expression of the responses. However, most of 




                                        
16 This idea suggested by Helen Knight, the author¶s dissertation supervisor.  
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Chapter 5 Finding and analysis 
According studies in chapter 2 and 3 in theory and academic, and aim to looking 
IRUWKHHIIHFWRIILQDQFLDOOLEHUDOL]DWLRQLQEDQNLQJVHFWRUV¶UHDOH[SHULHQFH7KLV
paper presents the result of a survey from foreign and domestic banks and a 
government entity. Some findings present the different between theory and 
practice and some display the different groups give the different common on 
some issues. In additional, some results are similar with the result of the survey 
of South Korea financial liberalization from Amess and demetriades (2001) 
 
5.1 Survey results ± closed questions plus extra 
comments 
Part A in questionnaire contents some closed questions plus extra comments, 
the purpose of setting closed questions can review the groups of their general 
thinking. In this part three groups could be classified: the general benefit of 
financial liberalization; the risk in the financial liberalization and the different 
capability between foreign banks and domestic banks. The result in number and 
percentage of their choice in Appendix III 
5.1.1 The benefits of financial liberalization in China  
 
H1 Financial liberalization will help the development and health of 
Chinese banking system.  
There is no surprise that 88% of the respondents thought that financial 
liberalization can develop China banking system, especially 100% of the 
UHVSRQGHQWVLQ&%5&DQGUHPDLQWKLQN³PD\EH´7KHKHDGHURI&KLQDULVN
management department in Standard Charted bank (SC1) said in the 
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H2 Financial liberalization (i.e. removal of interest rate restraints and 
capital controls) leads to higher profit of banks in China.  
84% of respondents thought financial liberalization leads to high profit banks 
in China. SCB1 and Citi 1 both think that in the long-run, through liberalization 
Chinese banks will generate higher returns on risk capital, although in the 
short run this may result in lower profits. H2. This result are similar with a 
research from Amess and demetriades (2001), although that most responses 
believe that financial liberalization would produce higher investment returns, 
the result also can demonstrate that financial liberalisation can led to the 
profits of financial institutions being effected downwards-increase competition 
and lower interest rate margins.  
5.1.2 Risks in financial liberalization in China 
 
H3. Financial liberalization leads to increase the moral hazard 
problems.  
The result of the third question is interest in that different groups have whole 
different view. 78% of respondents in domestic banks thought that financial 
liberalization leads to increase the moral hazard problems. However 62 % of 
respondents in foreign banks and 67% in CBRC do not agree this opinion. 
SCB1 argued that ³PRUDO KD]DUG ZLOO H[LVW UHJDUGOHVV RI ZKHWKHU WKHUH LV
financial liberalization or not.  Without liberalization, there is strong 
government controls, which in itself implies a degree of moral hazard, since 
with government controls comes the view that the government will step in if 
things go wrong.  With liberalization, moral hazard also exists because 
&HQWUDO%DQNVDOZD\VDFWDVOHQGHUVRIODVWUHVRUW´  
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H4. Financial liberalization leads to increased risk (exchange, credit 
and interest risk) in the financial system.  
There is no surprise, this result is same what the research find liberalization 
leads to increased risk in the financial system, 88 % of respondents agree with 
this and remain respondents think it maybe lead to increase risks.  
 
H5. The institutional framework of prudential regulation and 
supervision was sufficiently well developed to deal with the risks 
associated with substantial volumes of capital flows. 
The survey also reveals another interesting observation: it shows that 77% of 
the respondents in foreign banks and 78% in domestic banks thought that the 
institutional framework of prudential regulation and supervision was not well 
developed to deal with the risks associated with substantial volumes of capital 
flows. But 67% of the respondents in CBRC have adverse opinions. SCB1 
claimed existing institutional frameworks are too "national" in focus, and not 
"international" enough. Citi1 commented that financial innovation occurs 
more quickly than regulators can respond, resulting in 'gaps' in regulatory 
oversight. It is interest that the result are similar with a research in South 
Korea from Amess and demetriades (2001, p27). There is no responses agree 
this point, and there are 96.55% responses from South Korea economists, 
DQGUHVSRQVHVIURP,0):RUOGEDQNGRQ¶WDJUHHWKLVRSLQLRQ  
 
H6. FL was a significant factor behind the crisis.  
All of the respondents think financial liberalization was a significant factor 
behind the crisis. 12% of the respondents thought it is very significant factor.  
HSBC1 think there is increased volatility, and thus increased levels of risk. 
However, with liberalization, there are more ways to "mitigate" or "hedge" 
this risk, so long as such "hedging" is done with adequate underlying 
exposures. There is no surprise that the result of research in South Korea from 
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Amess and demetriades (2001, p27), about 27.59% (very significant) and 
58.62% (significant) responses from South Korea economists, and 33.33% 
and 46.67% responses from IMF/World bank all agree financial liberalization 
was a significant factor behind the crisis.  
 
5.1.3 The comparison of the impact between foreign banks 
and domestic banks 
 
H7. Chinese banks were equipped with human capital and expertise 
to adequately manage the larger amounts of foreign capital.  
An interesting result is that 77% of the respondents in foreign banks and only 
33% of the respondents both in domestic banks and CBRC thought Chinese 
banks were not equipped with human capital and expertise to adequately 
manage the larger amounts of foreign capital. A corporate banking 
department header SCB2 claimed in recent years, China has seen the return 
of many highly educated and experienced financial professionals from 
overseas. BOC1 and both concluded that China also adopts a very 
conservative, slow-paced approach to managing foreign exchange reserves / 
financial innovation at the government level. 
 
H8. Foreign banks have more benefit than domestic banks from the 
removal of interest rate restraints. 
62% and 67% of the respondents in foreign banks and CBRC thought foreign 
banks have more benefit than domestic banks from the removal of interest 
rate restraints? Citi 1, HSBC 1 &2, SCB 2 & 3, and CBRC1 all think that foreign 
banks rely on interest spread revenue on CNY business as much as local banks 
do. There is no "culture" of charging fees to generate Non Funded Income (NII) 
in China yet. However, foreign banks are better equipped at "product 
innovation" than Chinese banks, and so may be able to adapt more quickly 
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DQG FKDUJH QHZ IHHV IRU QHZ VHUYLFHV´ But 56% of the respondents in 
domestic banks do not agree this comment.  
 
H9. Domestic banks may face more risks than foreign banks after 
financial liberalisation. 
Finally, 76% of the respondents, especially respondents in CBRC believe that 
domestic banks may face more risks than foreign banks after financial 
liberalisation. Foreign banks rely on interest spread revenue on CNY business 
as much as local banks do.  There is no "culture" of charging fees to generate 
Non Funded Income (NII) in China yet.  However, foreign banks are better 
equipped at "product innovation" than Chinese banks, and so may be able to 
adapt more quickly and charge new "fees" for new services. 
 
5.2 The summary of Open questions responses   
Part B of this questionnaire is open question, in order to looking for the 
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶EURDG WKLQNLQJDERXW VRPH LVVXHV LQ ULVNPDQDJHPHQWDQG WKH
different situation and strategy between different position and different group. 
Unfortunately, due to the limitation of this research, some respondents, especial 
respondents in Domestic banks and CBRC did not answer some of these 
questions. This result the answer may more reflect the opinions who worked in 
the foreign banks. However, most of them presented some very valuable 
comments in how the effects about financial liberalisations. Some points could 
be concluded below: 
 
7KH\WKLQNWKDWWKHVRXUFHRIIRUHLJQEDQNV¶FXVWRPHUVLVLQIOXHQFHGE\SDUHQW
regions, domestic culture and their development strategy. Since their service 
has been multinational, their customers are not restricted to those from 
domestic countries or regions though the home-country customers form the 
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greater percentage. Most foreign banks like to link their country of origin 
advantage to do business in China. Chinese banks will diversify their business 
after financial liberalization.  
 
Local banks had left their international footprint in geographies that Chinese 
companies are expanding into (Africa, Middle East, India, rest of Asia); Foreign 
banks are going to widespread branch network in China (in 15 cities, with 
approx 60 branches/sub branches) plus a very comprehensive product suite. It 
has a long-term commitment to the Southeast Asian market.   
 
Chinese governmeQW¶V SROLF\ WRZDUG IRUHLJQ EDQNV LV WKH NH\ IDFWRU ,W KDV
restricted the development of foreign banks before liberalisations. For example, 
WKHJRYHUQPHQW¶VSROLF\WRZDUGIRUHLJQEDQN¶V50%EXVLQHVVKDVUHVWULFWHGWKHLU
RMB source and the development of their RMB business foreign banks were 
prohibited from receiving RMB deposit from Chinese citizens and enterprises. 
They can only accept RMB deposits from foreign enterprises which are also in 
short of this currency. Foreign banks thus mainly go to the inter-bank market for 
RMB, which cost more than the deposits. After liberalisations, the RMB business 
already opened for us step by step. But now there is also some restricted in 
geography, foreign banks also could not do some business in some restricted 
cities. Domestic banks generally have three gates to block the risk - corporate 
relationship manager, and then do risk assessment systematically - final group 
approve.  
 
Some responses said foreign banks were trying to become more "domestic" by 
increasing branch presence and dealing more with Chinese enterprises and 
domestic banks were trying to become more "international" to better serve "go 
out policy". However, some arguments thought there was no different. 
 




A qualitative analysis method- phenomenological methodology and 
questionnaires approach used in this research find that the some views of the 
effects of financial liberalization to China financially system are same with Chart 
2 and 3. However, some differences can be found between theory and really life. 
Furthermore, some effects also depend on the different types of financial 
liberalization and the actually situations of specify institutions. In general, 
peoples worked in the Chinese banking sector give some positive comments on 
the effect of financial liberalization.  
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Chapter 6 Recommendations 
The previous analysis in theory and practice finds below three aspects should be 
improved immediately in the post-liberalization and trend of globalization of 
Chinese banking sector:  
6.1 Enhance the effectiveness of the banking sector 
and balance the financial system depth  
This study recommends that government can keep in reducing the control of the 
credit plan, margin of interest rate, especial state-own commercial banks. 
Although government already release most powers, sometimes those domestic 
banks can not actually make decision independently on some big projects. 
Furthermore, diversifying the collection and allocation of the funds should be 
encouraged.  
6.2 Strengthen the risk management capability of 
domestic banks  
Domestic banks should enhance the knowledge of controlling the risk in terms of 
credit risk, market risk and operational risk. Some recommendations could be 
learnt from successful foreign banks are:  
 
y Establishing an Independent risk control department and giving more power 
to them to do risk assessment systematically and make information are 
transparency. A vertical credit risk management system and independent 
internal audit system should be building and enhanced immediately. Push 
the construction of Basel II of internal rating-based approach based on the 
accomplished Basel I. 
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y Promote the internal control management to approach towards the 
standards of internationally leading commercial banks, and encourage 
building a rigorous and efficient internal control system based on the five 
internal control elements raised by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations (COSO). CRM system can be used in the Chinese bank, some 
banks already learn them, but not actually used in the correct way.  
 
Although some foreign banks, especially some big multinational banks and good 
system and experiences on risk management system, plus more scope for using 
new hedging tools to manage the financial / market risks in foreign banks.  
However, foreign banks have had to improve on their ability to manage credit 
risks since they now deal with more "Chinese companies" who do business 
differently from foreign companies.  This has meant hiring more "Chinese" 
bankers who understand local market place better.  
6.3 Improve on Corporate Governance Mechanism 
To maintain the trust and confidence in banks should enhance an effective 
corporate governance serve. To sharp its core competitiveness in banks projects 
also can from the improvement of corporate governance. Develop the corporate 
governance mechanism could take great efforts from scientific decision-making; 
powerful law enforcement; effective supervision according to the requirements 
of domestic and overseas regulatory authorities and capital markets; 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and future  
This paper gives a literature review of financial liberalization both from 
international and domestic liberalization concepts. Furthermore in practice, 
some case studies of financial liberalization in some developing countries 
present the effect of these countries. In either theories or practice both 
demonstrate by qualitative and quantitative analysis that the different 
situations, the levels of economic and the speed of transition process of financial 
liberalization have a different levels and kinds effect to those counties¶ILQDQFLDO
system. Following these studies, the author learn the analysis of the effect of 
Chinese financial liberalization and find that although some financial 
liberalization is going to the post statues, there are still some problems and 
restriction in Chinese financial systems. However, most previous research use 
quantitative methodology by some Chinese economic and financial data to 
analysis the effect. Furthermore, most of these figures are provided by 
government and may ignore the real voice from real practice in those operating 
banks. In order to find the different view of the effect of financial liberalization, 
this research has a survey from domestic and foreign banks and the Chinese 
EDQNV¶UHJXODWRU± CBRC. The voices from senior managers and staffs who have 
long term experiences and witness of Chinese financial reform and liberalization 
during these thirty years. The major findings are although financial liberalization 
PD\KHOSWRGHYHORSWKHKHDOWKRIWKDWFRXQWULHV¶ILQDQFLDODQGHFRQRPLFJURZWh, 
there are also some risks may be generated during the process of financial 
liberalization; Although after financial liberalization the competition between 
foreign banks and domestic banks is increase, some critical researches 
overstate the hurt to domesWLFEDQNLQJIURPWKHIRUHLJQEDQN¶VFRPSHWLWLRQV. 
This ZLOOVZD\WKHJRYHUQPHQWSROLFHZKLFKZLOOLPSDFWWKHILQDQFLDOPDUNHW¶V
positive development and always misunderstand the police treat foreign 
institutions. Although most responses of this survey do not agree the 
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institutional framework of prudential regulation and supervision was sufficiently 
well developed to deal with the risks associated with substantial volumes of 
capital flows. Furthermore, the capability of risk management and quality of the 
assets in Chinese domestic banks are still weak, even though during these five 
years management teams in Chinese domestic banking also tend to be more 
professional. The expertise of risk analysis and products development in the 
domestic banks is becoming internationalized. Liberalization in financial sector 
will tie its economic fate ever so closer to the global economy.  
 
The economic trend to globalization LQ WKH IXWXUHPDQ\ FRXQWULHV¶ ILQDQFLDO
market will be opened for domestic and international financial institutions. The 
global financial market becomes more complex. Therefore the problems in 
Chinese banks also could not be neglected, when some good results from some 
successful reforms. But in the long term the situation is complicated. Through 
this financial liberalisation, Domestic banks will gain learn more experience from 
those larger banks, such as how to resist risk in the global and domestic market. 
The recent credit crisis is also the best case study for the Chinese domestic 
banking system. 
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Chapter 8 Limitations of the Research  
This research aims to provide an overview of financial liberalization in China and 
the impact on China banking sectors. It relies on qualitative research methods 
by primary data analysis from questionnaires and second data analysis by 
collecting data and information from government websites, bank websites, 
textbooks, journal articles, banks and so on. However there are still some 
limitations in this research:  
y Primary data analysis 
The number respondents of questionnaires are only 25 respondents, who 
come and from 10 banks and 1 government entities (CBRC). More than half 
of respondents are from foreign banks. Thurs the result of the review could 
be narrow, because different groups have some different views on some 
special topic, therefore this report miss some voices from some small banks 
in China.  
y Second data analysis  
Although these public published sources of information improve the quality 
and reliabilities of data, there are still some problems from timing and 
purpose. For examples, some official data are not latest and some of the 
latest reports does not allow to access, additional the purposes of using 
some data are different from this report. I need found more extra 
information and coordinate different data together. Those factors are limited 
the analysis in my research. If a longer period is given, more data and 
information would be collected and financial liberalization in other countries 
and China would be studied more in-depth and completed.  
 
Furthermore, a quantitative analysis method is the important method in 
industry economic studies. If some quantitative analysis can be conducted, the 
research would be more inductive.   
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Appendix I Banking System benchmarks 
(Source: McKinsey Global Institute, 2006, p74)
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Appendix II Profile of responses at the end of August 2009 
Institution Responses Worked Department Position 




Big 3 FBs 
Citi 1 Global Subsidiaries Group Relationship Manager (RM), 
Vice President (VP) 
9 
Citi 2 Global Transactions Services Global Client Manager 5 
HSBC 1 PRC Corporate Team, North China Head 20 
HSBC 2 Trade and Supply Chain,  Senior VP, 15 
HSBC 3 
 
Personal Relationship Officer 3 
18SCB 1 Credit Risk Department, China Head 21 
SCB 2 China local Corporation 
Department Head & Managing 
Director 
20 
SCB 3 Consuming Banking Branch manager 10 
SCB 4 Emerging Middle Market Senior RM 18 
SCB 5 International Trade service Officer 10 
Other FIs 
19KDB 1 Risk Management Division Credit Review officer 10 
KDB 2 Trade Finance Officer 8 
20SG 1 Business Coverage Officer 9 
 
                                        
17 Foreign Banks = FBs   
18 Standard Chartered Bank = SCB 
19 Korea Development Bank = KDB 
20 Societe Generale = SG 
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Appendix II (Continued) 
Institution Responses Worked Department Position 






23BOC1 Global market financing Senior manager 15 
BOC2 Trade finance Officer 5 
24CCB1 International trade department Senior manager 8 
CCB2 Personal Banking Teller 2 
25ICBC1 International trade department. Senior manager 15 
ICBC2 Luwan sub-branch Teller 8 
JSCB26 27CMB1 Client relationship department  Trade sales officer 7 
CCMB28 
29SPDB1 Sub-branch  Vice-branch manager 8 
SPDB2 Credit Card Account manager 6 
Government 
Entities 
30CBRC 1 Banking Supervision III±foreign banks Officer 12 
CBRC 2 Banking Supervision I- State-own banks  Officer 10 
CBRC 3 Foreign currency settlement  Clerk 8 
                                        
21 Domestic Banks = DBs 
22 State-own Commercial banks=SOCB 
23 Bank of China = BOC 
24 China Construction Bank = CCB 
25 Industrial and Commercial Bank of China = ICBC 
26 Joint-stock commercial bank=JSCB 
27 China Merchants Bank = CMB 
28 City Commercial bank= CCMB 
29 Shanghai Pudong Development Bank = SPDB 
30 China banking Regulatory Commission = CBRC 
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Appendix III The responses of close questions 
  
Group from  FBs DBs CBRC Summary 
   No. of  responses 13 (52%) 9 (36%) 3 (12%) 25 (100%) 







FL will help the development and the 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
Group from  FBs DBs CBRC Summary 
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